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A subsidiary ofyour way to smart solutions

Bathymetry 
and sediment measuring 
system for watercourses 
and reservoirs

w w w.vars.cz/En

Key features:
::   the boat is equipped with modern 

technologies for measuring and creating 
a continual digital model of watercourse 
bottoms, and for monitoring sediments.

::   enough of cross profiles every 100 meters! 
enough of approximations and uncertain 
calculations.

::   we are bringing to you underwater measuring 
capabilities that are equal in quality with 
measurements done by land survey methods.

::   the gPs uses rtK corrections to immediately 
and accurately determine its position.

::   a motion reference unit together with many 
other sensors corrects error readings caused 
by the motion of the vessel and variables 
water environment characteristics.

::   its size is suitable for road transportation.

::   the equipment is transferable into other 
vessels – from rubber boats to tugboats.

::   high-performance electric motors with large 
battery capacities provide enough power 
for an entire day of eco-friendly measuring.
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a vessel equipped with surveying devices for measuring 
and creating a digital model of watercourse bottoms 
and sediment monitoring:
::     measuring shallow waters.
::     multibeam sonar for measuring depths with high precision.
::     sensors for measuring the vessel’s tilt, the speed of sound 

beside the sonar, and the water column profile.
::     single beam sonar for verifying measurements.
::     GPs with rtK support and direction detection.
::     sub-bottom profiler – a device used for scanning 

the stratification of sediment layers and their thickness 
and for detecting objects located under the sediments.

::     side scanner – a device used for bottom classification 
and localizing objects lying on the bottom.

::     all measuring equipment can be used together.

mobile office for processing data and measuring support:
::     Easy for transporting the vessel to the surveyed location.
::     Post-processing of data at the measuring location.

streamlined solution for data processing:
::     Processing reports according to customer requirements.
::     maximum accuracy and output homogeneity.

information system for evaluating and publishing data:
::     interactive web-based map application.

Possible uses:
::    administration of watercourses and reservoirs.
::    monitoring the condition of hydraulic structures 

and structures with underwater foundations.
::    Flood damage reports.
::    Design preparation of structures and work concerning 

watercourses and reservoirs.
::    revision of actual conditions of sediment dredging, 

structures and other activities.
::    monitoring the progress of sediments in time  

(e.g. movement and thickness).
::    Data for area calculations and other expert models 

and analyses.
::    For search and rescue of objects or persons under water, 

even under zero visibility.


